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PREFACE.
GREAT deal of uncertainty pervades the minds of most people when, in the course of events, it
becomes necessary for them to decide upon the colors they shall use in paint~g their houses. There
are few persons who can render an intelligent decision upon this point. Even though one's general
taste for what is good in color may be developed to an advanced standpoint, it does not follow that the
best colors for house painting will be obtained. It is not alone the question as to what colors will
best harmonize; other and more trying questions are to be answered, such as, for instance, what colors
are the most suitable for house painting, both in respect to the color itself, and as to its physical properties. If there are few who can even distinguish between harmony and discord of .color, how many are
there who can give an intelligent answer as to what are the most suitable colors for painting? Even
among the painters themselves, whom most people entrust with solving the problem, strange to say, one
does not usually find the necessary knowledge and intelligence. It is not the purpose of the authors in
this work to supply this deficiency. That would be too great an undertaking. Something, however, has
been attempted by way of partial enlightenment, in the hope that it will lead to further study and education.
As the book now goes to press, and with the finished proofs of the colored plates before them, the
authors are conscious of numerous shortcomings. Colors that were intended to be more subdued in tone,
appear as decided and intense, as if no effort had been put forth to have them otherwise. Tones that
were meant to harmonize fall short of the best effect, notwithstanding repeated printings, involving great
expense. In the descriptions of the plates, some of these mistakes have been pointed out and the remedies
noted. The authors hope that an indulgent public will overlook what errors of this kind may appear, and
grant them at least what merit they may be rightfully entitled to for supplying. suggestions, the want of
which has long been felt.

A

CHAPTE R I.
INTRODUCTORY.
all departures from generally accepted standards, and in all
innovations that embody anything of a startling nature, the radicals are the prime movers, and usually come to the front as the
men of action, who inaugurate, and set in motion, the machinery
designed to carry out the new idea. This, naturally, often results in
extreme measures at first; but, afterwards there comes the inevitable
conservative reaction which tends to moderation and temperance.
That which the reform embodies of good is carefully garnered up,
while that which is fanatical and meretricious is gradually sifted out
and rejected. The final working out of the new ideas may be said to
result in neither the one extreme of radical innovation, nor in the other
of conservative inaction ; but in the golden mean between the two,
which is tolerance within reasonable and well defined limits.
Some such process as this is at the present time being worked
out in architecture. The present architectural renaissance of the socalled Queen Anne, Free Classic, and English Domestic styles, represents an important movement in the right direction, which has all the
characteristics of a true reform. The renaissance of the architectural
styles prevalent over a century ago is•marked by efforts of a new and
original nature, resulting in elaborate complexity, and wild vagaries,
not strictly warranted by ancient authority. The movemeAt is now
fairly inaugurated, with all its inconsistencies, absurdities, oddities,
and extreme fanatical tendencies, brought prominently to the foreground, in full accordance with the general law we have noted. The
reaction has not yet set in, but already have been heard the mutterings which presage its coming, in the protests entered here and there
against some of the more especially indefensible examples, and in the
growing tendency to reject features which will not adapt themselves
to modern exigencies and practical requirements. Some of the
good features of the new style-features that have stood the
crucial test of adaptability and utility-have also been recognized
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by this time, anc\ have been unhesitatingly adopted as among
the architectural ideas that will live. There has grown up with
the present style, as mdeed an integral part of it, an ever inrceasing demand for and love of color. The broken surfaces and picturesque outlines of the modern Queen Anne country house offer many
advantages for almost endless artistic color treatment, not possessed
by former types, and it is very gratifying to find that this is seen and
appreciated. This is in itself one of the most important of the good
results of the revival. Color bears such an intimate relation to it that,
at the risk of having it considered som ewhat out of place, we cannot
refrain from broadly analyzing the new style.
This is the more necessary because of the very widespread ignorance as to what is, and what is not, real Queen Anne work. Any
piece of modern work in which some old and quaint effect has been
introduced, or in which some ancient detail has been copied, has been
unblushingly christened Queen Anne. The name has been made to
do duty for classifying any departure from ordinary and well accepted
standards. Not infrequently we see two build ings whose character.
istic features are diametrically opposed, classed as Queen Anne,
when the truth is that neither of them partakes in any degree of what
can strictly speaking be so designated. Modern Queen Anne, or Free
Classic, is based upon English examples of domestic buildings erected
during the reigns of William and Mary, Queen Anne, and the first two
Georges, and also upon buildings of a later date of a nondescript
character, which resulted from an exceedingly lively effort of an
eclectic school of designers to break away from English Domestic
Gothic. Drawing its features from so many sources, it is not easy to
clearly define them. Generally speaking, however, they are such as
result from the application of classical details to Gothic forms and
mediaeval principles of construction. The general form and arrangement of these buildings was after the Gothic manner: i.e. they were
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designed from the inside ; the plan was the first consideration, and
was made to meet the practical requirements of the times, while the
exterior was left in a great measure to take care of and adapt itself to
the plan . Breaking away from the bad precedents established by the
Renaissance, especially the practice of subordinating the convenience
of plan and interior effects to th e requirements of a classical exterior,
symmetry began to be considered as no longer the all essential characteristic of good architecture. Picturesqueness was aimed at and,
while the claims of convenience and utility may have been often sacrificed to whims and quaint conceits, yet, in general the result was an
ad vance beyond the elaborate bald ness of the Palladian class of
renaissance buildings which were at one time becoming very numerous. The new school of designers was, and is now, eclectic, claiming the right to use the special features and details of any and every
style, which can be bent to harmonize with the requirements of their
buildings. The tendency is to substitute for the heavy and clumsy
Gothic detail, the more delicate, graceful, and refined features which
characterize the renaissance of the Grecian and Roman styles. There
are strictly speaking but two great styles of architecture, -the underlying principles of which are based upon the construction. One is the
classical style, based upon the lintel as its chief constructive feature,
and the other the medireval Gothic 111 which the arch is used to span
openings. Modern styles are chiefly the result of a compromise
between these two great systems. They are transitions from one to
the other in ~hich characteristic features of both are blended.
The prototypes of the present style in England were generally
executed in brick or stone, and for real Queen Anne these are the
materials required. Our country houses are for the most part of
wood, and in working out the problem of keeping to the essential
features of the style while the material is different, many modifications of old, and new features have resulted. Colonial architecture
affords many examples in wood which take the place of brick prototypes. The differences between colonial work and contemporaneous
Queen Anne are such as arise chiefly from their being worked out in
different materials. In the better class of Colonial houses these differences are more marked. In some of these examples the symmetrical
planning is evident, and they partake of the classical idea more than
of the Gothic. They are very valuable for the detail which they con-

tain and much of the best in modern wo'fk is drawn from this source.
'Modern Queen Anne, using the term to cover in a general way
all the present reigning styles, is founded upon these various examples in our own land and abroad, and thus partakes of the characteristics of many local styles. In its better phases, however, it is very
different from its prototypes, being marked by greater freedom of
treatment, and being broken up more in outline and form. The detail has also undergone considerable change. Greater refinement,
richness, and delicacy of expression, has been attempted, than in the
old examples, and the result is, perhaps, a more harmonious whole.
A modern style must reflect modern tastes and modern ways of life,
and it must fail where it attempts to copy the old without regard to
adaptability or fitness .• It is in this respect that the extreme of unreasonable fanaticism is reached.
Modern styles cover a wider range, and embrace a large1· school
of purely eclectic designers than ever before. They have not yet
crystalized into any very definite forms. They are respectively called
Queen Anne, English Domestic, Colonial, or Free Classic, as the different supposed characteristics of these various styles are thought to pro·
dominate, but they all elude any definite architectural analysis. Things
are in a state of transition, for the most part. Buildings that are recognizably definable in any distinct style are rare. It is, perhaps, well
that it should be so. There is no good reason why we should not
learn all that we can from the past, and recall from oblivion all that is
good and adaptable to modern life. This is what is now taking place,
and it cannot be denied that our houses are, in consequence, gradually
assuming a more homelike and picturesque character much to be
preferred to the manufactured style so monotonously prevalent at
one period.
If for nothing else, let us be thankful for the opportunity offered
for better color treatment.
Exterior house decoration has been
obliged to keep pace with the new ideas, and effects which do not admit of commonplaceness in coloration. The old puritanical hatred of
color, which found its natural outcome in white houses with green
blinds, has had to give way; at first, to a compromise, in which
neutral and sick~y drab tints played a prominent part and, later, to
more advanced notions, in which the more positive colors find a
chance -of expression. The old rule, which only allowed two colors
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to be used on the exterior of a house, one for body color and the
other, a shade darker, for the trimmings and blinds, is undergoing
modification, and numerous exceptions are being taken to it. The
present style of architecture does not oblige its enforcement, but
rather tempts to the use of more colors and a diversified treatment.
Where the lines and surfaces are so much broken up as they are now,
the old ideas are, indeed, out of place, and cannot rigorously apply.
The use of shingles for covering wall spaces, exterior paneling, and
the treatment of gables, offer many advantages for coloring never
given before. But behind the opportunities thus afforded lies an
awakened love for color itself, the sense of which has only lain dormant. Much has been written that has tended to stifle this sense.
Real positive colors have been thought to be inharmonious with
the quiet and subdued tones of northern landscape, and hence condemned. Cold, grey, neutral tints and light drabs have been urged
as the only kind of colors that go well with surrounding landscape.
The result has been that violence has been done to nature by glaring
effects and contrasts that are hideous. There is no good reason why
a house, no matter what its surroundings, should not be gratifying to
one's sense of color. It is well that a certain fitness of things should
obtain, but this is not incompatible with the use of as much real color
as individual taste may desire. Positive colo"rs, if not too harsh, but
mellowed and softened down in hue, or dulled in tone, will be found
to harmonize with natural objects as well as anythi:1g ciistinctly artificial can, or ought.
There are a great many attempts of the new school, which, in
co)oring and combination of colors, are miserable in the extreme.
This is only natural, and to be looked for. Yet already, notwithstanding repeated failures and absurdities, good is being felt, and we
find that real progress has been made, such that at no distant day we
are lead to believe that our villages and towns will be dotted with
attractively painted houses-houses which are gratifying to our

sense of color, and which will always convey a certain pleasure when
looked at.
There seems to be an earnest desire on the part of the people at
large to fall in with the new ideas, and improve the coloring of their
homes. This is noticeable in the widespread inquiry in relation to
new methods of house decoration, and the reception accorded every
publication on the subject. The few isolated examples of particolored painting in some of the seaboard towns, that a few years ago
were looked upon as startling innovations, are no longer considered
as such, and people are now, with more or less success, engaged in
copying what has been done, or in trying to get something of like
character. Many who want to do what will be considered in good
taste are puzzled to know what colors to use, and how to direct their
painter so as to give him a tolerably clear idea of what they want.
For all such our colored plates will, perchance, be found of use. It is
believed that there is a demand for a book of this kind, and that even
if the results set forth by the plates may not be exactly what each individual reader would choose, it will be of benefit to both the painter
and the house owner as a partial guide. It is put forth, not as containing things which should be directly imitated, but as pointing out
some of the methods of the new school, and as illustrating, as well
as the art of chromo-lithography will permit, some of the newer ways
in ~hich a house may be decorated.
It may be well to note that the colors obtained after the plates
had passed through the hands of the printer, varied considerably from
the original designs, and in few cases are they just what the authors
had in particular view. The difficulties in the way of getting the
colors right in the printing are as great as getting the colors right on
the house. Even with the colors placed before his eyes, the printer
as well as the painter often fails to match the desired tones. The results, however, are sufficiently near the originals to convey the
meaning intended, and will answer, at any rate, as practical suggestions to all who choose to avail themselves of them.

CHAPTER I I.
C 0 L 0 R .
HE limit and scope of this work forbid any extended treatment
of the s ubj ect of color, a subject, be it said, that has suffered
too much already from incompetent handling to be lightly undertaken. Those of our readers who expect to find lists comprising all
the various scales of color, giving definite information as to what particular color should be used to harmonize with this or that shade, and
telling just what combinations are allowable, and just what are to
be condemned, will, therefore, be disappointed. Something of this
sort will be attempted in outline, but it is not intended to lay down
definite rules for the guidance of the novice; such rules would be apt
to prove as confusing as they are sometimes misleading, for the subject
does not admit of exact prescription. It is best that the element of
individual taste should have plenty of room for exercise, governed only
by that sense of the fitness of things which limits all originality and
prevents v[olence being done to well accepted canons. We are mdre
concerned that the results themselves should be plainly set forth, with
simple explanation of the means and a few of the underlying principles, than that a treatise should be presented with complex investigation as to why certain combinations are pleasing, and wltat are the
scientific relations of one color to another.
We are far from asserting, however, that study in this direction is
useless. It has undoubted value in determining many points, but it
can never quite supply the lack of a natural taste, or" good eye for
color." An investigation of this kind, leading to formulas applicable
to every case, may prove of benefit in educating the taste to a certain
extent; but, after all, it is the fine, innate perception of color, conceived without reference to any particular rule that reach es the most
satisfactory results. The great difficulty in the way of furnishing a formal set of rules that will be of value lies in the fact that no two persons
have precisely the same idea of the same color, and that there is no
ab.<;olute standard to which appeal can be conveniently taken. The
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variations of hue, tint and shade are indefinite for each color and all its
combinations. H ow difficult, then, must it be to satisfactorily write
an alphabet of color, that will enable the uncultivated eye to grow
into a knowledge of the fullness and richness of the language!
It is just as difficult to deal with the practical side of the question
as it is with the theoretical. A rule prescribing the various quantities
of pigments that enter into the composition of a given tone, must, of
necessity, presuppose plll·e materials; but pure materials are not to be
uniformly obtained. In fact, they are the exception and not the rule.
Perhaps, four times out of five, the material will be highly adulterated,
and a formula for mixing, which is based on the pure article, would, of
course, give far different results with adulterated pigments. The proportions must be altered to suit the special impurity, and nothing but
a trained eye to perceive the right degree and intensity of the color
sought will answer. For these reasons, it will, perhaps, be better for
us not to attempt what, from the nature of the case, must lead to
uncertain results; but to confine ourselves to a discussion of general
principles, pointing out the path that leads in the right direction,
trusting to the general good taste of the individual reader to follow it
to good advantage. At the outset, it may be well to glance at the
generally accepted classification of colors, with incidental comment
and definition.
The primary colors are Red, Yellow and Blue. They are called
primary because, in theory, all other colors can be obtained by combinations of these three, while they themselves are impossible to compound by mixture of any other colors. There seems to be some doubt
about Yellow, some maintaining that it is a compound of Red
and Bluish Green. It is certain that Yellow could never be compounded of Red and Bluish Green pigments. Maxwell, in his celebrated theory of color, gives Red, Green and Blue as the primaries,
and Helmholtz asserts that Red, Green, Blue, Yellow and Violet
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should be so considered; but these theories treat of colored rays of
light by spectrum analysis, and not especially of the mixed pigments that we have to deal with. The Red-Blue-and-Yellow theory
is the common and popular one, and more nearly correct as regards
colored pigments.
Secondary colors are so called because they can be theoretically
obtained by mixing any two primaries. There are three secondaries,
Green, Orange and Purple. The following table will show how the
primaries combine to form them:
Yellow
Yellow
Blue

added to

Blue
Red
Red

gives

Green.
Orange.
Purple.

As to the relative quantities of the combination, no rule can be
given. Yellow in 3 parts will perhaps combine best with 5 parts of
Red and 8 or 9 parts of Blue.
The Tertiary colors comprise all the other colors that can be obtained by combination. They practically include almost every color
in use. They are called tertiary because, from a theoretical standpoint,
they are obtained by mixing any two secondaries. Hence there can
be but three Tertiaries. They are Russet, Olive and Citrine, obtained
· as per the following table:
~
Orange
Green
Green

added to

Purple gives
Purple
"
Orange

Russet.
Olive.
Citrine.

Just what proportions of the secondaries should be used, in order
to produce the tertiaries, cannot be given. There is a good deal of
uncertainty about Russet, Olt've and Citrine, as, indeed, about all tertiary colors. The primaries and secondaries can be fixed more easily,
and agreed upon; but few people will be found who can unite upon
one Olive, for example, as the representative Olive. Some writers
say there are six tertiaries, viz.: Olive, Russet, Citrine, Buff, Plum and
Sage, on the theory that tertiary colors ought to be considered as
nothing more than the dulled tones of the primary and secondary
colors. Others, on the ground that all colors must be classed as tertiary which are neither primary or secondary, hold to, and proceed to
define, a still larger number of colors of the third class. This' theoret-

ical disagreement is of little practical importance. It is best to adhere
to the simpler classification. We shall then have nine namable colors
in all; three in each class, viz.: Red, Yellow and Blue in the 1st Class;
Green; Orange and Purple in the 2d Class; and Russet, Olive and
Citrine in the 3d Class. These may be, for convenience .. termed the
positive or normal colors.
White and Black ought not, strictly speaking, to be regarded
as colors. Mixed together they give Grey, and these three are
sometimes called the neutral colors. White and black are also
known as extreme colors, as, according to optical analysis, all other
colors lie between, and approach them in their various tones
from light tints to dark shades. It will be simpler not to consider
them as real colors, but to assign to them their office of producing the different scales, of which every color may be said to
have three, obtained by modifying it with White, Black and Gray,
respectively.
In order to better understand what is meant by a scale of color,
some preliminary definitions are in order:
A Tone of color is obtained by mixing any normal color with
either White or Black in infinite variety of proportion. A tone
comprises both a tint and a shade, tints being the result when
the normal color is mixed with White, and shades when ' mixed
with Black. It is important that the difference between a tint and a
shade should be clearly understood. A /me of color is produced by
modifying one normal color with another. It will be seen that each
color, in its various compounds of shade and tint, is capable of almost
infinite variation between the two extremes of Black and White,
When the shade is very dark, the color approaches Black, and when
very light, White. The variation of hue for each color is limited only
by the number of colors.
A Scale is a regular series of tones. Each color admits of three
scales, v1z.: 1. The Reduced Scale, consisting of the various tints of the
normal color, obtained by mixing it with white. 2. The Darkmed
Scale, consisting of the various shades of the normal color obtained by
mixing it with Black. 3· The Dulled Scale, consisting of the various
shades of the normal color obtained by mixing it with Grey. Grey
is defined as a combination of Black and White.
Besides the classes of colors above mentioned, viz.: Neutral,

to
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Primary, Secondary and T ertiary, reference is sometimes made to a
fifth class, called semi-neutral colors, of which Brown and Grey may
be taken as examples. The classification into neutral and semineutral is of no especial importance, save that it is sometimes convenient to so designate them.
This may conclude the outline of the subject of color classifica tion.
It contains what every man who paints should know concerning the
theory of colors. It would be well if every one, both of the profession
and laity, knew this much of the subject. For those who may wish to
learn more, we would mention th e following books, which treat of the
various theories, and mu ch other related matter:
"Grammar of Ornament.., By Owen Jones .
An expensive work; perhaps the best
book on the subject. Of more use to the decorative painter than others; but containing much
on color, and fine colored plates which in themselves are an education.
"Grammar of Coloring." By G. Field. An important work, and perhaps of more special
value to painters than the" Grammar of Ornament."
"Color." By ..A.. I-I . Church. A small, inexpensive work, with concise statement of the
various theories, morfiil especially relating, however, to colored rays of light than to pigments.
"A Manual of House Painting," etc. By Ellis A. Davidson. Containing, besides the
theory, much of practical importance on every question that a house painter is interested in, such
as the properties and uses of colors, and how they should be prepared, mixed and ::.pplied.
"Home Painting," etc. By J. \V. l\Iasury. A small book, contai ning advanced ideas on
the subject of painting which every painter should be aware of.
"Haney's Painters' Manual." A very useful little compendium of everything connected
with the trade.
4
'
How to Paint." By F. B. Gardner. Contains much useful information that is intended
to make "every man his own painter."

Other works going into the subject at great length, in a purely
scientific way, are:
"The Laws of the Contrast of Color," by M. Chevreul; Dr. E. Brlicke's Treatise on
"Colors ;" papers on the subject by Dr. George Wilson, If elmholtz, and Professor Clerk
Maxwell; and two works by \V. Benson, entitled "The Principles of the Science of Color"
and " A Manual of Color."

Other works might be mentioned, but these will amply suffice to
choose from. To the professional painter such a work as Davidson's,
for instance, which treats specifically, and at some length, of the
technical part of his work, is almost as necessary a part of his stock
in trade as his brushes and pots.
Every painter, who makes any claim to be abreast of the times,
owes it to himself and to his patrons to be well informed as to the
properties of the various col<!lrs, and how to mix them to secure a

certain desired result. He should know all about the various processes of painting, and the principles which govern them ; all about
the special treatment suited to each particular case; and all about
the physical properties of every material he has to deal with. He
should know what colors are best in respect to lasting powers, what
colors fade out quickest, anrl what colors will withstand the fierce rays
of the sun; and, generally, he should be posted on everything that is
known concerning the special pi-eparation and use of color. We have
a right to expect this much; but, as a matter of fact, our expectations
are rare] y realized. Very few of the craft have an intelligent knowledge of that which it is their business to know. The study of the
subject, from its theoretical side, is almost entirely neglected when
the practical part is so easy to acquire, and the consequence is endless
disappointment at the hands of those on whom most people depend
for the coloration of their houses. Special directions are of little
value when there is no th eoretical knowledge of the primaries which
enter into the composition of any desired color.
Without this
knowledge the painter's work is nothing but a matter of experiment,
and liable to result in something far different from the color desired.
Returning now to our summary of color classification and combination, let us note what use can be made of it. First, however, it will
be necessary to deal with the terms" complementary," "contrast,"
and "harmony."
A complementary color is defined to be the color which, with the
color of which it is the complement, makes up the three primaries.
Given, any color or colors, their complement or complements consist
of the remaining color, or colors, that constitute the primaries, or
equivalent proportions of them. A few examples will enable us to
understand this better. The complementary of any primary color is
a combination of the other two primaries. For instanceThe complementary of Red
=Yellow+ Blue
=Green .
Blu e
= Red
+ Yellow = Orange.
Yellow = Blue
+ Red
= Purple.
Note that the secondary colors are the complements of the primary
colors, and vice versa. The complements of tertiary colors are not so
easy to determine. The best way to do so is to consider them as
merely dulled tones of the primaries. The complementaries will then
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be dulled tones of the secondaries. For instance, Citrine may be considered as nothing more than the pr·imary Yellow, dulled with
Grey= a Yellowish-Grey. The missing primaries here are Blue and
Red = Purple, and Purple-Grey (known as Plum Color) is the
complementary sought. In the same way, considering Russet as
nothing more than Reddish-Grey, and Oli,·e as Bluish-Grey, the complementaries are, respectively, a Greenish-Grey (known as Sage) and
an Orange-Grey (known as Buff). As for the complementaries of
other tones and hue , they can be found in the same way; but it is
not easy to determine them by rule. A very good and simple way of
finding the complementar-y of any color whatever, is to take a piece
of paper about b\·o inches square, tinted with the color· whose complementary it is d esired to find; lay it down on a piece of white
paper and look fixedly at it for a moment or so; then withdraw the
colored piece, still continuing to look at the place where it lay, and
the complementary color will appear on the white paper, either as a
fringe of color around the edges of the square where the color lay or
as a solid square of color, occupying the same position on the white
that the original color had. This simple method may be found of use
in determining those colors which cannot easily be analyzed. With
srJme people it does not work as well as with others, and with all it
require a quick and observant eye to accurately note the complementary, because it vanishes in a second. This experiment, it may be
well to note, is a good practical illustration of the intimate relations of
colors to each other, and of the way they mutually affect one another.
A contrast of color is simple or compound. Each of the
pnmaries forms a simple contrast to the other two. Thus, Rerl forms
a simple contrast to Blue and to Yellow. A compound contras-t to Red
would be Blue and Yellow mixed, which is Green- i n other words,
the compound contrast of any color is the complementary of the
color. This is the strongest kind of harmonious contrast that can
be made. Simple and compound con.trasts are contrasts of color and
hue. Another kind of contrast is that of tone, every variation of
which forms a contrast with the normal color, and every other variation. This is the more important kind in relation to house painting.
The laws of contrast, and the way that colors mutually affect one
another when placed in juxtapo ition, to be satisfactorily treated,
would require more space than the size of the present work allows.

II

We shall allude to them hereafter, and incidentally touch on the
subject again in the plate descriptions.
Harmony of color consists in the preservation of the same character throughout. The various hues and tones used must have a subtle
relation to each other-a relation that is seen and felt, but which is
not easily described or predicated. \Ve shall refer to this part of the
subject elsewhere, and in connection with the plates.
\Vhat can be learned from the theory we have outlined is relative
rather than absolute. The theoretical combination is very rarely the
actual. But, notwithstanding these drawbacks, a knowledge of the
theory cannot fail to be of advantage to every one. It shows at least
in what direction our efforts should tend, though it leaves much to
individual taste and caprice. The choice of color, indeed, should
reflect a certain amount of originality of taste, where there is an
almost infinite number of colors to choose from. Choice is only limited by questions of durability, cost, and facility of mixing and combining. When we come to speak of the colors by thei1· commercial
names we shall have something to say concerning the colors which
will last longest.
The general principles that relate to the theoretical outline we
have been considering are few, and may be mentioned briefly, to co-nclude our chapter on color.
Avoid using any of the primary colors in the pure state. They
are all too positive and intense. lf used at all, they should be used as
sparingly as they are exhibited in nature-only to pick out and emphasize certain kinds of ornamentation. This holds true of almost all the
normal colors. They are best when toned down and modified in hue.
fhe "darkcned ,,-or "dulled" scales of color are to be preferred to
the "reduced" scale. For house painting, as a general rule, pure tints,
unlcs they have considerable depth of color, should be avoided. The
tones of any color produced by combination with White alone, are apt
to be weak and sickly in expression, as well as glaring in contrast with
the landscape. Modern improvement in painting houses began with
tints of a pale and delicate tone, which took the place of the almost
universal white house and green blinds. Another step in advance is
marked by the present taste, which inclines to stronger and more
robust tones-tones that contain as much real color as may be craved;
but never of a positive kind-always dulled and softened down to
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reasonable harmony, so that the eye seeks them with pleasure, and
does not weary of them. These rich, and sometimes sombre, colors
give a house a certain character and dignity, which the washed-out
looking light drabs and lavenders generally fail to produce. Modern
taste of the best kind does not seek for exciting effects, for decided
hues, for glare, and for obtrusiveness; but for results which will be
restful; for softness of color, and for that subdued and quiet expression which should characterize the exterior of every house in which
r6finement is supposed to lodge.
A knowledge of the color complementaries is a great help in the
choice of color, where any wide departure from monotone painting
is undertaken. In looking at any color, the eye naturally seeks the
harmonious contrast of its complementary. Great care must be taken
that the complementary shall be of the same tone as the color, as
otherwise discord will follow.
Harmony of color is said to result when the three primaries,
either in the pure state, dulled, or in their various combinations of
secondary or tertiary colors, are equ;:tlly distributed. This does not
mean that, for instance, Red, Yellow, and Blue should be present in
equal quantity, but rather that the quality of the whole shall partake of
the three in proper proportion. This is a principle that is true within
such a very wide latitude, that it scarcely admits of practical application. One application would lead to the use of complementary colors
to a greater extent than is perhaps desirable. As a matter of fact it
is the trained eye which alone can best determine whether there is
balance, or equal distribution of color in any composition. Harmony
is something which transcends the power of any rule to define. The
best general direction for securing it is, perhaps, as follows:
In general it may be said, that if a number of colors in combination contain a common ingredient, and are sufficiently influenced by
it to be drawn to one another, a certain harmony is sure to follow.
For example: a shade of Red may be placed by the side of a shade of
Yellow, without the least resultant harmony; but, if some Yellow be
introduced in the Red, or some Red be introduced in the Yellow,which amounts to the same thing-the Red and Yellow will immediately have a certain affinity for each other. This is the principle
which may be said to govern the production of harmonies of tone and
hue,-harmonies that are much easier to obtain, and perhaps more

suitable for exterior house painting than the powerful contrasts of complementaries. Treatment on this principle may often result in both
harmony of tone and harmony of contrast, whic~ is, of course, very
desirable. For instance, take the complementanes Red and Green.
They may be so toned down with Grey that the complementary effect
is not lost, while the Grey is present in sufficient quantity to be ~otice.
able in its office of modifyer. Any number of colors can be ubJected
to this principle. Frequently, a number of color , which arc ex. cedingly discordant, when looked at through a colored glas ~viii be
found to harmonize perfectly. Thi s may be taken as a practical experiment, going to prove the desirability of a common color entering
into, and running through the whol e, in order to bring about a unison
of effect. The binding of colors together in this way is nothing more
than giving them tone, and when colors tone well with each other, the
result is harmonious. It is so with mu sical notes. They must accord,
or tone, with one another or there is no harmony. Music and color
are intimately related, in that they both depend on harmonious combination to produce a good effect. lf they fail of this, the result is
discordant. Just here note the difficulty of prescribing rules that will
answer. Color taste is like musical taste, a matter of education and
slow growth to most people, and as with music, so with color, the
taste for the highest kind is formed, by hearing in the one case, and
seeing in the other, the best examples afforded.
It may be well before closing to allude to the terms "cold"
colors and "warm" colors. Colors are called cold or warm oecause
of the corresponding sensations they are supposed to excite. Of the
primaries, Yellow is classed as a warm color, and Blue as a cold color.
Red is not so warm as Yellow, and by some is held to be neither
warm or cold, but a happy medium between the two extremes. G enerally speaking, however, those tones in which Yellow and Red
predominate, are known as warm tones, and those tones in which
Blue takes any prominence, as cool tones. Contrast of tone is always
the strongest when a cool color is contrasted with a warm one, and
when strength is sought, this is the way to get it.
If what has been said on the subject of color is sufficient to awaken
an intelligent interest in the mind of the reader, the purpose of the
authors will have been fulfilled.
In subsequent short chapters we
shall touch on the more practical side of the question .

CHA PTER I I I.
PREPARATION, USE AND APPLICATION OF COLORS.
ITHOUT going into minute detail, we propose to jot down in
this chapter, under general heads, points that relate to the
more practical side of the question. Bear in mind that the
information thus to be given is intended for all classes,-not for painters alone. Also it is intended to apply to the exterior, unless otherwise mentioned. 'vVe shall not appear as advocates of any new technical manipulations, or trench upon things that lie within the painter's
own peculiar province. The experience of practical men, upon many
points of technique and handling is, and from the nature of the case
must be, the only safe guide. We shall speak from the architect's
standpoint, and in general try to give just such information as we
would judge to be of value to any of our clients should they ask our
advice.
PREPARATION.-The fresh wood should be thoroughly dry and
free from dust. Our preparatory application, to be of real service as a
preservative, must enter into all the pores and interstices of the wood.
It is obvious that it cannot do this if the pores are full of dampness.
The oils, which are the vehicles by which paint is applied, cannot mix
with water and cannot displace it. Any moisture in the wood will
surely act as a disintegrating force to any paint that may be applied.
Another source of disintegration is the sap or gum resin. New pine
always contains more or less of this, even after considerable seasoning.
The sap in solution will certainly destroy the paint. How to prevent
this, is an important question. There is no available remedy. It has
been recommended that the wood to be painted be exposed to the
action of the weather forces for one season,-i. e. through one summer ·
and winter-before being touched. This would cure the evil undoubtedly. The action of the weather would bring out of the wood
the substances injurious to paint, and besides it would roughen and
harden the surface so that the paint would have something to cling to.
But this is not ::m available remedy. We cannot expect people to live
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in unpainted houses for a year, even when it would lead to their final
benefit. The usual practice is for the painter to follow the carpenter,
and it must be submitted to notwithstanding its attendant evils. We
can only look to it that our wood is tolerably seasoned and tolerably
free from sap and knots. If the wood be then fairly dry, and certainly
free from moisture and dust, we shall get the best results that the circumstances admit of. There are always more or less knots to deal
with. Here is where the most trouble is experienced, on account of
the sap which will sooner or later exude in spite of any known preventive. In the interior, where the powerful rays of the sun have
no chance to act, the difficulty of sap and knots is not so great. The
usual course to pursue in regard to knots is to give them a coating of
shellac varnish. This is the best thing that can be done. There
should be two coats, one applied after the other is dry. This should
be done before the priming is applied.
PREPARATORY COAT.-Crude petroleum is one of the best wood
preservatives known. It has been tried conclusively and found very
beneficial. Its use has been endorsed by the Government. We would
recommend its application as a preparation for the priming. To a
certain extent it can even take the place of priming. Wood, when
treated with petroleum, will take the paint better and cause it to adhere longer. Being very thin, it penetrates into the wood deeply. It
fills up the pores and interstices, and in every way serves a good
purpose. It is very cheap ; a barrel of it costs something less than five
dollars, and will cover all the exterior and interior wood work of a
moderate-sized house. It can be applied with a cloth or large brush,
and rapidly put on. Painters generally do not concur in what we
have said concerning the advisability of preparing by a coat of crude
petroleum.
PRIMING COAT.-This is the ordinary first coat of paint; usually
composed of white lead and vil. The special purpose of the priming
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coat, when there is no other preparatory coat, is to fill the pores o[ the
wood and in general to prevent the absorption o[ moisture and the
consequent shrinkage. To a certain extent it does prevent subsequent
shrinkage, but not altogether. There is nothing that will wholly arrest this. In regard to the priming coat we beg to offer the following
ad vice: It should be thin, and well rubbed in. Do not use white lead
a lone unless the final color is to be white ; let the base be something that
will give a darker color than the final color desired. It is always best
to work from a dark color up to lighter ones. The color of the priming should be very nearly that of the finishing coat. The priming coat
is best considered as a stain, composed of lin eed oil and turpentine
with the color u ed instead o[ a base.
PurrnNG.-After the priming is dry, all nail holes, cracks and defects should be filled up with putty composed of linseed oil and whiting. The putty should be colored when there is to be but two coats.
It should be applied with a knife-never with the finger .
FINAL COATS.-Good work requires at least two coats besides the
priming. \Vhen a preparatory coat of crude petroleum is laid on,
two coats, one of which is the priming coat, will answer. The third
coat can be put on after the house has stood for one season. This is a
very good plan. If the colors should prove unsatisfactory, they can
then be changed. Each coat of paint should be thoroughly dry before
its successor is applied. The paint should be laid smoothly, be uniform in color, and even in thickness.
STAIN! G.-The difference between a stain and a paint proper
lies in the absence or presence of a base. Paint is composed of a base
consisting usually o! white lead, red lead, or zinc white, mixed with a
1lclude which is usually linseed oil or spirits of turpentine, and the coloring pigment. In some cases the coloring pigment answers as a base,
but generally speaking the colors are too expensive to be so used, and
all colot-ing pigments are not adapted for such use. A stain has no
base. It is simply the coloring pigmmt applied to the wood by means
of any ·vclude which will hold the color in solution. A stain has not
the body that paint ha, owing to the absence of a base, which is what
gives paint its body and covering-up property. A paint covers and
lies on top of the surface of the wood. A stain goes into the wood
and does not hide the grain. The wood remains the same as it was
before, only darkened and colored.

The large use of shingles for co\·ering the walls of modern houses
has led to the adoption of staining the exterior when so treated.
Formerly it was only the wood of the interior that was stained, it being thought that stains on the exterior would not stand the exposure
to the weather. This is true, and constitutes at once their gt·eatest
merit and defect. The weather acts on a stain to wash out the color.
All colors are more fugitive when used as a stain than when they are
employed as paint, and for this reason it is best to use more of the
color. It will fade into lighter tones. This is the objection to staining on the exterior. It is also a merit, for this weathet ing process results in new tones aud softening effects that it is impossible to get with
ordinary paint. The stain does not fade out entirely. ln some places
the color will be dat·ket· than others, and the re · ult is a diversity of
shades that as a rule harmonize well with each other and go a great
ways towards relieving the monotony that usually obtains with a
painted surface. For exterior work the best way to apply a stain is
through the medium of turpentine and linseed oil. The mixture of
the color and oil should be thinned with considerable turpentine, so
that it will strike in the wood. The turpentine aids the color to penetrate, and the oil serves to hold it. The surface should then receive
two coats of oil. It is thought best by some to apply the stain with
turpentine only, and then add the oil in separate coats ; others hold
that no turpentine should be used. The important part is to get the
color well into the wood and then provide to keep it there. If this result
can be brought about by using other mediums than oil and turpentine,
as the individual experience of the painter may certify, the conditions
of a good stain will have been fulfilled. Vinegar is sometimes used as
a vehicle for staining, and gives good results. The mistake usually
made is in the non-application of after-coats of oil. Thoroughly gooC:
work requires at least two coats of oil on top of the stain. Frequently
when it is not desired to change the natural colOI- of the shingles, two
coats of oil with the color mixed in will suffice. Sometime the shin'gles are dipped in oil before they are put on the house. This answers
very well with shingles of California red wood, when it is only desired
to bring out the natut·al color, but even with these shingles it is best
to give them an additional coat of oil after they are up. \Ve ba,·e
seen shingles that have been stained and oiled, treated with a final
finish of varnish, with the idea of holding the color. This it will do,
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but aside from the expense of such treatment, the gloss that varnish
gives is not desirable, and it takes away from the soft graded coloring
that is the peculiar charm of stained shingles.
It should be noted that there is more or less uncertainty involved
in staining or painting shingles. The final effect, with inexperienced
hands, is generally different from what was intended. It depends a
great deal on the manner in which the shingles are laid. The same
paint or stain gives different effects, according as the shingles are laid
in straight courses with square ends, or with the utmost irregularity.
Shingles are now laid on so as to break up the surface very thoroughly with touches of shadow, as, for instance, when shingles of
different lengths are used , or when the ends are cut in different shapes, or
when they are laid in wa\·y lines. On the same house all ot these
different kinds may be employed. The result is a great diversity of
color effect, which is greatly to be commended. The use of shingles
which have a very rough surface-ordinary sawed shingles-gives
effective and artistic results, as some parts of the shingles with the
roughest surface will catch mm·e of the color than other parts, and
great diversity of color is thus obtained. The uncertainty of the
result need deter no one from staining. If the stain is properly
applied and well oiled, the final effect will be found soft and agreeable, even though it be different from what was intende?.

greater than if the painter should buy the dry colors and grind them
himself. On the whole, our ad vice to the painters would be to get
the very best materials; avoid adulterations; the best is the cheapest.
EssENTIAL QUALITIES OF A Goon PAINT.-It should have a good
body, or the property of covering up. It should be such that it will
flow on easily with a brush, adhere to the surface withat t running,
and leave coats of equal thickness when the surfaces are inclined or
even vertical. After it is applied it must become hard; that is, it
must d1·y out and harden. After hardening, it must be capable of
adhering to the surface firmly. And, lastly, it must 'be durable. It is
seldom that any paint combines all these good qualities, and a paint
cannot approach them unless the materials are pure and unadulterated.

D URABLE COLORS.-A very important question to be answered
with reference to every color, either when used alone or in combination with other colors is, how will it stand the rays of the sun and the
severe weather of winter? Many colors, when used singly, are unchangi11g, but when combined with other colors they cause the
resultant color to fade or turn dark. Generally speaking, the manufactured chemical colors will not answer for outside work, and chrome
yellows, ch1~ome greens, Prussian blues and American vermilions are
fugitive either singly or in combination. The ochres, stone-yellow,
READY-MIXED PAINTS AND COLORS.-From an architect's stand- Indian and Venetian reds, burnt and raw umbers, and burnt and raw
point, the objection to ready-mixed paints is that the colors are not siennas are good and reliable colors. It may be well to go into the
what he would in most instances .choose. Some of the paints manu- subject of fugitive and non-fugitive colors rnore in detail, and also to
factured by responsible houses are all that they claim to be-pure incidentally note other properties of the various colors of commerce.
lead and oil; but a ready-mixed paint should be avoided, unless from For trade purposes the coloring pigments may be grouped under the
a responsible house. One's choice is limited to comparatively few following heads :
colors, and often undesirable ones, although there are houses that
Yellow,
Blue,
White,
Red,
compound colors on special orders to match any desired shade. In
Black,
Brown.
regard to the various patent and chemical paints with which the market is flooded, it is enough to say that few of them are fit to be used All tints, shades and hues may be obtained from the above by admixfor exterior work. There is nothing better than linseed oil and pure ture.
white lead for painting, and the introduction of lime, soap and water
certainly cannot add to their good qualities. As to colors ground in
oil which come ready for use, they are probably better ground, and,
generally speaking, the chances of getting an :tdulterated article are no

W!tz'tes.- White lead is the body color for all tints, and should
enter to some extent into all paints to give them body. The common
adulterations are barytes, whiting and silicate of potash. Zinc white
has less body than white lead, but it is more durable. Especially is
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this true on the sea shore, where zinc white should always be used in are said to answer very well. Prussian blue, cobalt, Antwerp blue and
place of white lead. The salt air acts injuriously on white lead. Zinc indigo will fade either singly or in combination.
white is more delicate and whiter than any other white that can be
Browns.-Raw and burnt umber, raw and burnt sienna, bur:1t
used for exterior work. These are the only whites that should be ochre, purple brown and Van Dyke brown are all permanent colors.
used on the exterior.
Raw and burnt sienna are sometimes classed as yellow.
B/acks.-Lampblack and vegetable black.

Both durable.

Yellows.-Chrome yellow, King's yellow, and Chinese yellow
are fugitive. Yellow ochre, stone ochre and Naples yellow have a
good body and are durable.
Reds.- Venetian red, light red, Indian red and madder lake can
be depended upon, but carmine, lake, vermilion and chrome reds are
best avoided on the exterior, if permanent results are desired.
Blues.-The only blue that will stand is ultra-marine, and this is
too expensive for house-painting purposes. Some of the imitations

In the chapter on color we advocated the use of hues and shades
in preference to tints. White lead and zinc white should, in following
out this idea, be used sparingly. The color itself should form the
principal body or base.
This is a most important thing in connection with modern house-painting, where it is desired to obtain real
color in all its richness and transparency. The thing of most importance in any paint is the oil, and most of the essential qualities of
a good paint lie in it and not in the bases themselves. Dryers, and
solvents, and bases we must have, as well as proper manipulation, but,
after all, it is raw and boiled linseed oil that accomplishes the result
of preserving the wood and holding the color.

PLATE I.
GATE lodge such as here shown may be taken as a type for a large number of small cottages which are now being erected in all parts of the country. In buildings of this class
much more can be attempted in the way of decided coloring than in the ordinary house.
Effects, which upon other houses would be looked upon as too startling in contrast, are more in
place here. We do not think, however, that the yellow as exhibited in this plate is quite as it
ought to be. Yellow is the most positive and advancing color that can be used on the exterior
of a house, and hence great care should be taken to have it as subuded as the nature of the case
admits of. The yellow as shown is too brilliant, and should be toned down with red and black
so as to bring it in greater harmony with the dark red below. There is a slate roof which
would be perhaps darker than represented here. The scheme for the painting of this house
was to paint the first story body a dark rich red, to stain or paint the shingles of second story
a yellowish dulled orange, and to paint the trimmings a dulled shade of bluish green, which
would have the effect of a complementary to the other two colors. The red can be obtained
by mixing Indian red with burnt umber, very little of the latter, with the addition of a little
black to shade it down. The orange can be obtained by a repeated stain of burnt sienna,
with a little Indian red and black in it. The trimming color is a mixture of blue-black and
yellow ochre, with the addition of a trifle of lndian red. (In this description and all that follow,
the predominating color of the compound is mentioned first).
'
The chimney which is here printed with the body red, would not really be of the same
shade. If of. ordinary brick and treated with two good coats of raw linseed oil a fine rich red
will be obtained.
In regard to the accessories of stone wall, grass, road and foliage, they are here made subordinate, and are of ;1o moment save to show the relation of the design.
Outside blinds may be painted the same as the body color of first story, or the color of
the trimmings.
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PLATE II.
DESIGN for a small country house costing about $3500, suitab~e for suburban tow~ s and
villages. An attempt has been made to embody some p1cturesque effects 111 the
design, which may be greatly enhanced by the coloring, such as, for instance, the carved
braces in the gable, and the bay window under the gable.
The roofs are covered with metallic shingles painted a dark red composed of Venetian red,
burnt umber and lampblack.
Although shingles are used in the upper story walls, they are not to be stained. The coLors
here shown are tints and can only be obtained by using considerable white lead. The shingles
between the curved braces and the gable peaks are painted a tint of Indian red. The shingles of
second story are tinted with a little yellow, red and black. (J ndian red to give related harmony
to light red above.) The trimmings of the upper stories are painted a purple grey, in partial
complementary contrast to the yellow-grey. Blue-black with a little Indian red will give this
color. In the first story there is an entire change of colors. The harmonious relation of the
upper colors to the lower does not appear in the plate as well as it might. The scheme of color
contemplated a body color for the first story, closely related in tone to the body color of the
second story. This body should be a tint of Vandyke brown with a little Indian red. The
trimmings could have been made the same as those of second story with excellent result, as the
warm tones used from water-table to peak would have then been bound together by a related
cool grey. We would recommend that the trimmings be painted one color throughout, and
that this color be the purple grey above described. For those who may wish to adhere to the
arrangement shown, we would say that the color for first story trimmings can be obtained by a
mixture of blue-black, yellow ochre and Venetian red, which will give an olive green. The
underpinning and the chimney are colored red to represent brick that have been stained
and oiled.
Outside blinds same color as trimmings, or same as body color of first story. The sashes
may be painted dark red with good effect.
In regard to the architectural design of this and the other plates, while the idea was to
select those which would best lend themselves to the end in view, at the same time no little
attention has been given to present new and attractive architectural 1deas, representative in
some measure of modern styles.
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PLATE III.
HIS is an attractive combination of colors, and cannot fail to be pleasing if
satisfactorily executed. The trimmings approach the tertiary color citrinei. e., a normal green, toned down with black and white. The white is assumed
to be present in all these mixtures in the shape of white lead or zinc white. The
green, like all other greens to be used on the exterior, can be obtained from blueblack, yellow and red. The exact proportion of course cannot be given. Nothing
but actual experiment will suffice to determine the color. This is merely one shade
out of an infinite number that can be obtained by various proportions of blue, black,
yellow and red. The panels in the gable pediment and those along side of the hall
windows of first story are painted a shade of Venetian red. (Venetian red, black and
white.) The pine shingles of second story are to be stained, two coats of burnt
sienna, with burnt umber in it, the resultant color being a rich yellowish brown of a
very pleasing nature. The body color of first story may be considered as a darker
shade of the second story color, approximating closely to the tertiary russet, with the
red in predominance. The colors used to compound it are "Indian red and burnt
umber. It should be dulled with but very little black and white. It will be noticed
that the scale of color is what we have elsewhere spoken of as the dulled scale. It
is necessary that the darkened or dulled scales be used where the normal colors are
brought into play, as they are here. The roof is not shown in color. If it is a shin.
gled roof, it can be painted red or stained a reddish brown. In most localities, at the
present time, it is almost as cheap to slate a roof as to cover it with shingles. We
have hence assumed that in all the larger houses the roof would be covered with
slate.
Outside blinds would appear best if painted the same shade of dulled Venetian
red used in the gable. They may also be painted the russet of first story with good
effect.
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PLATE IV.
HIS design is presented as a fair example of a modern Queen Anne wooden house. It
may stand as a type for houses of a more expensive nature than the designs given in
the foregoing plates, and, as far as the painting is concerned, it will answer as a guide for
all· houses where there is a large use of shingles. The decorative idea underlyin~ the painting
as shown in the plate, consists in grading the colors from heavy rich shades at the bottom, up
through a middle harmony to the lighter tones of the gable peaks. The tones used for this
purpose are warm and rich. The trimmings on the contrary are painted a cooler color, giving
great strength of contrast, and emphasizing the body colors. The roof would perhaps be of
slate. If it was covered with red tiles, the effect of the whole would be improved. The bluegrey of the trimmings would bind the other colors better if it contained more red than it does.
Blue-black and Indian red will give it. The yellow of the gables is nothing but a dulled stone
yellow, mixed with very little black and white. The middle tone is very nearly like that
shown in plate III. It is really a lighter tint, brought about by using less of the burnt
umber. Referring to plate III., it will be seen that this color is obtained by a repeated stain
of burnt sienna with burnt urn her in it. The gables (stone yellow) are also to be stained, two
coats to insure the color. The gable peaks of the porches of first story give good opportunity in
this design to break up the color effect, by bringing the three graded tones in close juxtaposition.
The body color of first story is painted. Colors used are Vandyke brown and yellow ochre
with a trifle of Indian red, and dulled with a little black and white. A building of this class
ought not to have outside blinds. The arrangement of the windows is such that outside blinds
cannot open without shutting against other windows. The ordinary inside blind would be
better, and best of all the Venetian blind. If outside blinds should be used they had best be
painted a color that closely approaches the middle tint, and also the body color of first story. In
other words the color should be a darker shade than the middle tint, and lighter than the body
color. This color may be obtained by using burnt sienna and Vandyke brown, dulled with
w bite and black.
In regard to the appearance of this plate, the authors are confident that those who love
richness and warmth of color will not go wrong to take it as it stands for a guide in painting
designs of a similar character.
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PLATE V.
HIS is the same design shown in Plate I., with a different combination of colors.
It has been thought that the same design, painted in two or three different
ways, would be of more value to those who wish to make a choice of colors,
than if each plate should present different designs. The same. designs can thus be
compared with each other, and the effects that result from painting can be clearly
noticed.
The shingle roof is here stained or painted with a dull Venetian red and burnt
umber. A shingle roof, more than shingled walls, will get very dark in course of
time from the weathering. Hence, it is just as well that the coloring be not applied
so deeply as would otherwise be necessary. The trimmings, as here shown, are too
light to give the best effect. The color is a mixture of blue-black, Indian red and
white. More of the red should be used. The shingles are colored a near approach
to what is known as "old gold." The color can be obtained with Indian yellow and
blue-black, and can be applied as a stain or paint. The panels are painted a brighter
yellow, burnt sienna alone being used to give it. The body color of first story is a
compound of sepia and blue-black. The addition of a little Indian red would prove
beneficial.
Blinds may be painted the color shown on stone wall, or a more pronounced red
obtained by mixture of Venetian red and blue-black.
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PLATE VI.
HIS plate needs considerable modification before it can be offered as a guide.
The green shown on the roof and the monotone brown are unfortunate combinations, more especially the green, which by its persistence completely spoils
the other effects. The idea was to stain the roof shingles a dull green, composed of
blue-black and yellow ochre, that would grow darker and mottled by age. As it now
appears, it is a green that can only result from an admixture of Prussian blue and
chrome yellow. The scheme of color for the remainder of the house contemplated a
single color that would harmonize in tone with the California red wood shingles of
the second story and gable. As it now stands, owing to the strength of the green the
color does not fairly represent California red wood. Supposing that the second story
should be covered with red wood shingles, treated to two good coats of oil-one coat
by dipping the shingles in oil before they are put on the house, and the other applied
afterwards-the monotone color for the remainder of the house should be compounded
of Van Dyke brown and Indian red with a little yellow ochre. The blinds may be
painted a dulled Indian red with good effect.
The design is the same as shown in Plate II.

T
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PLATE VII.
HIS design may be compared with that .shown in Plate Ill., i! i~ is desired to
note the different effect, due to the pamtmg, that the same bUildmg has when
treated with different colors. This is an example of grading in different
shades of the same color, all of which are contrasted with a complementary color.
There are three shades of green, the deepest being at the bottom in conformity to
the general principle that should obtain in all decorative compositions. The light
shade of green in the gable can best be obtained by mixing mineral green with blueblack and yellow ochre or stone ochre. The middle tone should contain less of the
mineral green. and more of the blue-black and yellow, while the deeper shade of the
first story body can be obtained with blue-black and mineral green, with but very
little of the yellow. The complementary dulled red of the trimmings can be obtained
with Indian red, blue-black and yellow, with some white for a base. The foundation
wall is colored a blue grey to represent stone. It would be much better with a brick
foundation, oiled to give a deep rich orange. The grey is too light in color to be in
keeping with the graded treatment of the superstructure.
Blinds might be painted the light shade of green, or a deeper shade of red than
the trimmings.
If the roof is of shingles, it would look well in reddish brown, Indian red and
burnt umber, mixed.

T
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PLATE VIII.
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T may be that the painter will prefer to obtain the colors we have shown in these various
plates by compounding with different colors from what we have mentioned. The same
color can be had as the result of different mixing. Care only should be taken to exclude
those colors from the combination which are of a fugitive nature. If this is done, and the
painter is sure that he can match the colors by other mixings, there can be no objection to his
doing so.
This plate is another example, like plate IV. of the same desig-n, of a treatment in which
the colors are massed and graded. The authors do not believe in the practice, which obtains
to a great extent lately, of picking out small members in a brighter color than the rest, in order
to enliven the whole. This gives a building a choppy and mincing effect, and instead of
bringing out and helping the architectural design in a subordinate way as color should, it is
apt to result in undue emphasis of features which ought to be kept back, and to give other
parts a relative importance that is far from desirable. Let it be borne in mind that color is
chiefly important in architecture as an adjunct of form, and that it can never quite take the
place of form . On the exterior color can properly play the part ,of emphasizing it, but it
should never be used so that it interferes with the effect due to good and refined form and
detail. We refer more particularly to the custom of painting champferings, and mouldings,
and ornament a positive color-frequently a bright red. These features are the ones which
most of all give the effect of ligpt and shade so neGessary to bring out the form in detail, and
the emphasis of shadow is quite sufficient without recourse to other methods.
The body color of first story is a dull sepia green, from sepia, blue-black and yellow ochre.
The lighter green of second story can be had from mineral green and blue-black. The yellow
of gable peaks can be obtained by a repeated stain of raw sienna, and the trimmings are painted
a mixture of brown madder dulled with black and white. Outside blinds in light green, and
roof of red tiles or slate.
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PLATE IX.
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HE orange color of the shingles shown in this plate is altogether too
positive and needs to be toned down with grey. The lighter
shade in the peaks can be obtained by a stain of raw sienna and
black; very little of the black. This stain may be applied to all the
shingles, and the deeper shade obtained by a second over stain of burnt
sienna. The projecting windows under the left hand gable peak had best
be painted to match the lighter stain. As now shown, the side
of the projection and the supporting brackets are in the deeper color.
The gable of the entrance porch would look better with the panels in the
darker color and the stiles in the lighter, instead of all being in one color
as shown. The body of first story is a dulled green of blue-black,
yellow ochre and mineral green. The trimmings are painted with Indian
red and blue-black. Blinds should be same color as the body of first
story.
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PLATE IX

PLATE X .
HE color scheme here shown is the same as explained in plate VI. The monotone used for all the wood-work of the house, except the shingles, is a dulled
olive green. It can be obtained with blue-black, yellow ochre and a little
sepia. The shingles are treated to a very light stain of burnt sienna, with a little
brown madder in it. The roof is stained or painted a dulled Indian red. Blinds
should appear in complementary color to the olive green, which would be a dulled
red. Mix Indian red with a little burnt sienna and blue-black.
It may be well to note in relation to this plate, and in fact to all the plates, that
the color effect does not appear as it should, owing to the absence of proper natural
surroundings. Printed, as they are, on a white background, the colors all appear
stronger than they would on the buildings themselves, where they would be modified by the surroundings of trees, sky and ground. Many of the colors may seem
too decided in the plates, but if they were seen in proper relation to a modifying
landscape, they would not appear so strong. The coloring of this plate will be
found very quiet and subdued, as much so as any shown in the book.

T
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PLATE XI.
HE trimmings painted a blue-grey composed of blue-black and Indian red.
Body color of first story, burnt umber toned down with burnt sie ima-just
enough to give it the effect of a deeper shade than the shingles of second
story which are stained with burnt sienna. The panels of gable and first story are
painted a lighter shade of burnt sienna. Blinds a light sienna.
In this example the effect of contrasting a cool color to warm tones of another
color is shown. This gives as strong a contrast as it is desirable to have. It will be
noted that none of the colors are very positive in themselves, but by opposing the
warm tones of the body of the house to the cool tone ofthe trimmings, the colors are
all intensified. The grey is decidedly greyer and the three shades of orange are made
to appear warmer and richer. Note also that a certa-in harmony of complementaries
is preserved throughout. The blue grey is complementary to the middle shade of
the shingles, and a related complementary to other colors.
We should prefer to see the grey toned down with more Indian red than is shown
in the plate. If this was done the whole effect would be more a harmony of tone, but
there would nnt be as much strength of contrast. The addition of a little Indian red
to the burnt umber would give a russet tone, not at all out of place.
This example shows also the effect of grading the colors from the dark body of
first story to the lightest shade in the gable peak. The roof had best be slate, as the
slate grey can harmonize with the trimmings. If a shingle roof, it should be painted
or stained a dark neutral color.

T
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PLATE XII.
HIS is a very good example of the harmony of tone elsewhere spoken of. The
same color enters as an ingredient in all the colors, and the result is that they
all have an affinity for, and are naturally drawn to each other. The gable
peaks are treated with brown madder and blue-black mixed with white. It will be
best to add a little Indian red. The fine, rich hue of the second story can be obtained
by staining the shingles two coats of brown madder and burnt sienna. It may also
be obtained in painting by adding a little white and black to the madder and sienna.
The body color of first stor.y is obtained by mixing Vandyke brown and burnt umber
with a little brown madder. The trimmings are here painted in harmony of tone
with the other colors. In plate IV, this same design was shown with similar warm,
rich body tones in strong contrast to the cool color of the trimmings. In this plate
there is a different treatment, the trimmings being as warm as the body colors, and
the contrast throughout is the contrast of tone, than which nothing can be more
pleasing. The color of the trimmings can be obtained by mixing sepia and Indian
red with white, the result being a tint. It would be a pity to have outside blinds
enter into this composition, for it is very well balanced as it now stands, and the
addition of large masses of another color, involved in the blinds, would not help it
and might be detrimental to the general effect. If, however, they are a necessity,
they had best be painted a color that will grade between the body colors of first and
second stories. The addition of some Vandyke brown or burnt umber to the second
story color would give the proper color.

T
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PLATE XIII.
O far, we have been considering the painting of new houses, or, at least, houses
that are modern in style. To give our book as wide a value as possible, we have
introduced a few examples of houses of an older and, at one time, very numerous
class. Houses such as these have to be repainted now and then, and in many parts
of the country they are still being built. How to paint, is just as important a question
in relation to them as it is in more modern houses, and there is need that they should,
as far as possible, be painted in 'good taste. Two designs are shown ; one, the typical
French roof house, and the other a story and one-half gabled cottage, also typical of
a very large classs. Only a portion of each house is shown; just enough to properly
indicate the painting. Designs like these do not lend themselves so readily to rich
coloring. There are no shingles that can receive stains, and sombre colorings that are
in place on other designs would here produce a heavy and unwieldy effect. Especially
is this true of the French roof design. The cottage can receive freer treatment.
On this plate we have used tints of a medium depth. The body color of the French
roof and the upper story of the cottage can be obtained by mixing burnt umber and
Indian red with white lead, and is a neutral tint of considerable warmth. The trimmings of the French roof design and the body color of the cottage can be obtained by
the same mixing, more of the umber and red being used, and less of the white. The
blinds and sash are painted a compound of Indian red, blue-black and burnt umber.
The colors for the body and trimmings might with advantage be deeper than is exhibited in the plate. This could be don·e by using large proportionate quantities of
the umber and red.

S
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HE trimmings here shown on the French roof house are too light. The color
is obtained by tinting white with blue-black. If some sepia and Indian red
were added, the contrast would not be so striking, and the effect would be
better. These trimmings might also be painted the same color as the first story
body color of the cottage with excellent effect. The body color of the French roof
and second story of the cottage are painted a compound of Indian red and sepia,
mixed with white and a little black. The body color of the first story on the cottage
is a dulled green, composed of blue-black, yellow ochre, mineral green and sepia.
The second story trimmings are the same. A different green is shown in the gable
trimmings, but it should be the same as the other. The blinds are dulled green for
the French roof house, and dulled yellowish brown for the other. The water table of
the cottage, by mistake, is shown unpainted. It should of course be the same color as
the trimmings. The combination of colors on the cottage is an unsually good one,
and will be found very effective on this class of building.
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PLATE XV.
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ERE again we shall have to take exception to the painting shown on the French
roof house. The first story body color is an unfortunate one in combination
with the others. It was meant to be a deeper shade of the body color of the
second story, and if it was made so, the effect would be excellent. The trimmings
are painted a tint of blue-black with a little Indian red. The second story body
color is also a tint obtained by mixing blue-black and sepia with Indian red. These
two colors go very well with each other, and the whole house could be painted with
them to advantage. The body color has as much neutral warmth as the trimmings
have of neutral coolness, and the resulting contrast is pleasing, and not too strong.
The body color of first story should be a deeper tone of the second story color,
obtained by adding sepia and burnt sienna. Blinds sh0uld be same color as second
story body.
The coloring on the cottage is an attractive combination of complementary
colors, dulled red and dulled green. The red may be obtained from bur·n t sienna,
Van Dyke brown and Indian red or brown madder. The green is a combination of
blue-black, mineral green, yellow ochre and white. Blinds in both colors, as shown.
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PLATE XVI.
T has been thought best to introduce a few plates by way of illustrating the interior
application of paint upon wood-work and wall surfaces. The subject is one that demands
more attention than we can here giye it, but as the object of the work is to treat more particularly of exterior painting, we may be excused from dealing with the matter in any other
than in an incidental way. Interior house painting, of course, calls for the solution of the same
problem·s that are to be met with in outside work. The exercise of good taste seems, however, to be even of more importance, from the fact that all interior painting assumes a more
decorative character than that which is done on the outside. When we come to treating the
inside of our dwellings, we do so with almost a new feeling of color, for we must be governed
by our surroundings, and a sense of fitness much more here than on the exterior. Paint when
used, should be applied with reference to what is likely to go with it, i. e., the wood-work,
doors, etc., should all be treated in connection with the wall and ceiling surfaces, so that a
harmony of color will prevail throughout. The various rooms of a house should be painted,
papered or kalsomined in such a way as to give each a distinctive character. The scheme of
color used for the living-room should differ essentially from that ot the bed chambers, boudoirs, etc., and while a richness and quietness of effect should be sought in one, a cheerful and
sunny appearance should be aimed at in the other,
In the example before us we have endeavored to represent the mantel in old mahogany;
the color is given, but without the transparency or lustre .found in the natural wood. The
dado is painted what is termed a "pea.cock blue," a mixture of black, Prussian blue and
yellow ochre. The wall surface is treated with a cool grey, which would be improved by
adding a little Prussian blue to give it a greenish cast, or some Indian red to make it appear
warmer. Blue enameled brick are used for lining the fireplace. The frieze is the same color
as the dado, and the picture moulding and cornice in mahogany color. This color may be
obtained by staining white pine.

I
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HIS plate and plate XVI may serve as color schemes for selecting paper, as well
as guides for painting or kalsomining. The decorative principle, as far as
color is concerned, that should not be lost sight of, is this: darker colors should
prevail at the bottom, lighter ones at the top. This is true of any wall surface,
outside or inside. It is evident that the reverse would tend to produce a top-heavy
appearance. Hence a dado should always be in deeper color than the wall surface.
The coloring of the mantel pieces is not what the authors had in view. It was meant
to represent pine stained a yellowish red. The dado is a dark, rich green, and the wall
surface a drab green. The color of the dado is repeated in the frieze. In regard to
selecting papers after the colors here given, it may be well to note that the color
shown should represent the background of the paper and not the figure. A great
many wall papers are designed in which there is dark background and the figure or
design is shown on it in a lighter tone of the same color. A very good and harmonious result will always be obtained when such a paper is used, by having the background of the wall paper the same color as the figure of the dado.
The colors to be used for painting are as follows : Dado, Prussian blue, yellow
ochre, blue-black and burnt sienna; wall surface, blue-black, yellow ochre, burnt
sienna and white; mantel, brown madder, burnt sienna and white, with the panels a
shade darker by addition of umber.
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HERE are many inexpensive and tasteful ways of painting a hall, and an effort
should be mad e to render this portion of the house as attractive as possible.
It is the part that one sees first u pon entering a house and the last to be seen as
one leaves it, therefore the importance of creating a favorable impression. The walls
may be treated in an infinite variety of ways-may be either painted in cool colors or
in warm ones, but a richness of effect should be aimed at. This can only be obtained
by employing colors of considerable body and bri lliancy. We have, in this plate, illustrated an inexpensive method of wainscoting in which the whole credit of effect is due
to paint. Narrow strips of pine about one in ch and a half in width and seven-eighths
of an inch thick are fram ed and planted on the wall. A cove moulding added forms
a reg ular panel effect. The plaster panels thus formed are painted a Pompeian reela mixture of yellow ochre, Venetian red and vermilion- and the panel frames, door
and window trim a greenish drab, formed by mixing Vandyke brown, yellow ochre
and a little blue-black together. There is a slight greenish tinge given to the wall
which might with advantage be increase'd in depth. These colorings may serve as a
guide for papering, which, if clone, will greatly enhance the effectiveness of the ·
decoration. The same colors are used in the cornice as in the wainscoting.
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PLATE XIX.
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HIS plate shows another treatment of the same Hall design. The
result is not as satisfactory as we would wish, but with a slight
modification in the ingredients of the paints used, an effect more
pleasing would readily be obtained. We would suggest that the green,
in which there has been used some Prussian blue, be dulled with a little
brown so as to give it more of a grey look, or, Vandyke brown might be
used without any other color, with a decided improvement upon what is
presented. The salmon wall tint should not be so decided as shown, the
introduction of more white would improve it. The panels are painted a
light shade of Pompeian red, obtained by adding more of yellow ochre
to the Venetian red and vermilion than in the preceding example. The
door frame is in a lighter shade of the green.
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HE painting of ceilings is a branch that stands somewhat apart from what is termed
house painting. The subject is pursued in the main by specialists and calls for a different
class of work from what house painters attempt. It is moreover done in a different
manner, and with different materials, though oil colors are frequntly used; yet, in the greatest
amount of work, kalsomine and water-color fresco are given the preference on account of their
cheapness and variety of tints. There is a softness and mellowness about work done in watercolor fresco, that oil paint, even when flatted with turpentine cannot give, hence its very extensive
use. Ceilings as now designed, offer an excellent opportunity for color treatment. In general,
the largest surface should be treated with the lightest color, which may be of blue, buff, grey, or
broken with any color that is thought desirable. The shades should be delicate and airy in tone,
and the darker colors should arrange themselves in successive gradations of strength, the darkest and strongest color of all being in the cove of the cornice. The center piece may repeat
the cornice colors, but should be less rich, as its isolated position would tend to render it too
conspicuous. The ceilings in this plate have the appearance of being somewhat too sombre
-this is due to the fact that they are seen entirely by themselves, and not with their proper
surroundings. The furniture, carpets, window hangings, etc., would all have a tendency to
relieve and lighten them, which they much need. Cobalt, black, and yellow ochre will form
the grey that is used, and sepia, black and white, with yellow ochre, the buff. Vandyke brown
with Indian red is used for the outer member.
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RECOGNIZED AS THE ORGAN OF THE VARIOUS BRANCHES OF THE ABOVE INDUSTRiAL ARTS.
This Magazine is the organ of the various branches of industrial painting and decoration. Its usefulness a ,. d practical value as a terhnical journal is every·
where r ecognized by the best known and most skillful painters and decorators of the cou n try, who are subscribers, and many of whom are contr ibutors to its
columns
We frequently receive such commendations as the following: .. The Magazine is just the publication I have long wished for •·
"IVith fo r ty years '
<'Xperience in the business I find tte Magazine instructive and suggestive, and would not do without it for many times its price. ' "Every issue is worth the pr ice
of a year's subscription ." "I like th e Magazine because it is not published in the interest of any manufacturer, but is independent and fearless in its criticisms
and commendations." "Its tone has a tendency to elevate the stan d ard of excellence among members of the craft and raise the profession to its proper place in
popular esteem." Eve ry painter ought to have it, as it is the Magazine of the t rade. Car Painting :~ nd decoration . House and Sign Painting, Mural decoration
and other branches of industrial painting receive special attention. Materials and methods are carefully discussed. Each number is illustrated with from three to
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HeJ~t..Saving & VeJntUaUng Grate.
The cut on the right
shows the construction
of the Grate, the outer
shell being in part broken away.
Pure air
fro;n out-doors is admitted through the circular opening shown
in base of the cut, an d
· after circulating between the inner and
FRoNT V1aw.
outer shells, passes be tween the smoke flues, and thence through the openwork frieze (shown at the top of the cut
on the left) into the room.
The Grate will keep the room filled with pure warm air, changing constantly, and more or
less rapidly according to the amount of fire required. It is a perfect automatic ventilator, and
it equals three ordinary grates in heating power.

'

The Heat-Saving and Ventilating Grate is constructed for uniformly heating and ~entila
ting large rooms, and those that are in exposed situations, as are those in most country or
village houses, and which the common form of grate, with an equal consumption of fuel,
wouJd be entirely inadequate to heat. It is adapted for burning hard or soft coal, or wood.
The above cut shows a section of a form of the Grate in which
It has the full open front or fire-place, and the beauty, cheerful effect and full radiating power
the conserved heat may be, at pleasLu e, in whole or in part, directed
of the ordinary grate, combined with three-fold the heating capacity of the common grate.
to a room on the floor above, passing from the upper heat-saving
The construction of the Grate is such that it is a constant ventilator in all seasons. In chamber through a pipe shown in the cut, and entering the room on
winter, with a full fire and with the doors and windows effectually closed, the whole atmos- the floor above through a register, also shown. By this arrangement,
pheric contents of large rooms are replaced by pure warm air every twenty to thirty minutes all the advantages of the cheerful open fire are afforded to the room
without any cold drafts or perceptible currents. Fo r bedrooms, or for rooms communicating below, with the addition of a largely increased heating capacity there,
w1th bedrooms, these Grates provide the most perfect automatic ventilation, maintaining a while with a part of the conserved heat directed above, a room on
purity of atmosphere in them not sensibly less than that of the open air.
an upper floor can be comfortably heated with pure, warm air.
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Daniels Paint Mills.
The cut represents three 15-inch mills cooled
with water for fine color in japan and Varnish .
The only Patent for applying water at and
around the edge of the stones near the grinding
surface, where heat is generated.
I have also a variety of common mills, 'i .
no cooling, for Lead, common Oil Colors, Liquid
Paints, Water and Dry Colors.
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WEARING BODY VARNISH .
(For finisll-illg -coats only. )
T h is Va rn ish is ver:y: pale, a nd excel s in freedom and safety of
wo rk in$" as we ll as in bnllian cy an d durability. Th ough a long time in
harde nmg. it dnes o ut o f the way of du st in ten or twelve hours, and

~h~s ~~r~~s'; 1 ~~~:~s~m8~eti~~;s :~'?;'i~ st~ffi~~0n7p~h~: ~=;~e~tv~~\h~
H ARD D RYING

Bo o v or

Q u iCK

L ave L ING.

MEDIUM DRYING BODY VARNISH.
(For /inish.inJ:·coats only.)
Th is va rni sh dries out o f the way o f dus t in eight or ten hours , and
is t he same as the \V EARING Boov , with the single exceptio n of hardden ing more q uickl y, thus rendering it mo re des irable fo r ~ se during
hot weath er a nd in tropical clima tes. On e coat o f it tS suffictent when
uc::ed over t he H ARD D RYING B oov or Q UICK LEVE LI NG.

ELASTIC GEAR VARNISH.
(For ji1lishing- t lu w ft , ds and unde'Y pa rts of Carriages.)
T houg h not so du rable as the W EARI NG Boo v, it is s imilar in color,
lustre a nd wor k ing . Whe n fl owed over a s urface mad e with the Q utc K
LEVKLI NG ARNIS H, it .:fries out o £ the way o£ dus t in eig ht hours and
hardens q Uickly.

y

PARIS.

ELASTIC LEVELING VARNISH.
(A 3 -day rubbing /or tmder-ct~ats on bodies,/ Coaclz ~ts. )
This is a medium between the HARD DRYING Boov and QUICK
LEVELING Varnishes. It hardens so as to rub well in three days, and is
sufficiently pale for any light colors . From one to three coats should
be used , according to the class of the work, and be protected by the
WEARING BODY.

QUICK LEVELING VARNISH.
(A 2-daJ' rubbing for undercoats on gea rs or on /Jodies
r equiring- dispatch.)
This Varnish dries quicker and harder than the HARD DRYING Boov.
In good weather, it w1ll harden so as to rub well in two days without
sweating out. It is sufficiently pale for any light work. It should be
protected with the ELASTIC GHAR VAR~ISH, when used on carriage
parts, and with the \VEARING Boov, when used on bodies.

BLACK JAPAN.
(For producing- a ief-blmk surface on Coaclt.es. )
This is a Jet-black Leveling Varnish, which flows and rubs well.
Two or three coats should be applied over a black ground, and be protected by the \VEARING Boov.

BLACK COLOR-AND-VARNISH.
(A ready-made

ONE COAT COACH VARNISH.
(For fi nisk i ng-t·orlis 011 ordix n.'Y y w or A.•.)
1!; h eav ier-bodied a nd m ore du rable than th e HAR D
DMVTNG Boov, and it is espec ia ll y adapted for fin is hing work ~hen hut a
Thi~ Varn is h

:i~tb/itif:ni;y~r:~~ic::~~; ac! ~~Jie:s ~ 0~i:!~;~ v~er~i~h~~0 ~nh fulln ess

mi.rlt~re

of drop-blac/;: and l "arnish. for
use on Coaclt-7VOrk.)

~~h~!r~d:~~·aJl~fx~~r~~~f~·h:sti~~t~;:~~~~li~~ tt~: ~h~~.0~n':~~~~~;

is
of its great uniformity, and being ready for instant me, it will he found
a ~reat convenience. Thou$'h not so black as the BLA.CK jAPAN, it is
more durable. and rubs well m two days without sweatmg out. N. B.
It should be •w ell s!taken or stirred /ufore u sinr.

QUICK BLACK LACQUER.
(For touchinr up, repairing-iron-work ofrears, etc.)
ha;tw; ~~;J~i~~~~h~ r:a~ :~~k ~ri~:;~:.y!~; ~~c~~i~~ ~~r a~a~~~l;: af~d
requires to be varnished over. The BLACK JAPAN is preferable because
more durable.

JAPAN GOLD SIZE .
(For binding, dryiug-and hardening colors.)
This is a superior oil-drier , of light color, and strength -nearly doub le
that of ordinary Japan. On account of its paleness and the less quantity required, it IS especially valuable for use with light paints; and
bemg an oil-drier, it is much less hurtful to the work than Japan.
Once known, it is indispensable to Coach, Car and House Painters for
binding colors, mixing roughstuffs, and facilitating their drying and harddening through.

CROWN COACH JAPAN .
(For drying a ·•ttt hardening paints.)
This is a light-colored strong drying shellac Japan, for hardening
colors, and is well adapted to the use of the coach painter.
.

DARK PERMANENT WOOD FILLING.
(A pate11t article for primin;r outside 1Uo1·k, and permatuntly jitlin <:
and darkening natural1uoods.)

~~;~ea;~c~~~:~?!~t;, i:r[ :eerf:~~!:~/p~~~~~~~~'fi~ft~;}~nrgth~t~~~~;~;

of
wood.
1

RUBBINC.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ENAMELED LEATHER VARNISH .

HARD DRYING BODY VARNISH.
(A 4-d ay rubbinf[/or u n de r~oats " "best work.)

weTt:~ ~ho~:\o~r;eda1 ~. eif~tis0 ~u~f; ~~t~:i\~n~h~a{~=~:~~~ aBo ~vni~
1

paleness, fulln ess a nd fu s tre, a nd .i~. much used for finish~n.g o ver a
i urfac:e on h urried work not rcq um ng th e t;rea tes--du rablhty .

l~vel

(Fo 1· renovrr.ting- the hlacl.: enameled lerr.tlrer of carria;re io)s. )
C lean the leather thoroughly with so:tp and water, and if it be soft
and pliable, put on a thin coating of this Dressing, using a medium
size bristle brush . If the leather b ~ very hard, a nd stiff, apply a coatin g of Ollr DARK PRRNANEi\T \Voo o fiLLING with a brush or sponge and

Experience has proved that it will not only support the color
10

~h ~t~~rnni~~c~~t~~r :Cnfts ;:;.~;~~t t~~~~t\~i~~t~o~S{ ~~~i~h~;i~r~~~ ~~;
flake off; besides which, it saves time, labor and cost, and ts more convenient, cleanly and healthy.

t LIGHT PERMANENT WOOD FILLING.
(PrecisefJ' tlu same rtrticle :u nb07'C, b:Lt being- li'g'lzt co/o,·ed, it fills
7tn'tltout stai11i11g- the 11aturrd •wood. and is especially adapted
to primi1tgcars.)

~- THE -~

ME~\ALL~EC SL~•T<ES
T

I

oa

SHEHGLES~

H~SE

shin.gles are all stamped of one
s1ze and m the same manner, so that
the corrugations of the first course, when
properly laid, will correspond and fit over
those of the second course. and so on until
the side or roof is entirely covered, and thus
rendered storm-proof and water-tight.
They make the most ORNAMENTAL
roof that can be laid, and are less than
one-fourth the weight of ordinary slates.
T his item of weight admits of a large saving
in the construction of roof timbers, as compared with slate. Our Shingles are also more
perfectly Fire-Proof than any other roofing
material. They are easily laid in courses like
ordinary wood shingles, and can be laid on
slats or lath instead of
close board sheathing.
T heir peculiar design
in pattern brings them
in perfect harmony for ch urch edifices and the now prevailing styles in architecture, such as Queen
A nne, Eastlake, R enaissance, Louis X I V., Early English, etc., etc.
Send for fu ll descriptive circular, containing prices, of the Shingles, Corrugated Iron for Siding,
&c., to

ANGLO-AMERICAN ROOFING CO.,
22 CLIFF STREET, N. Y .

London Office, 158 LEADENHALL STREET.
BR~~~g OFFJi:<i.:;~5\;

130

LAKE STREET, CHICAGO , ILL.
~ A,t ~xa mpte

II2

POYDRA S STREET , NEW ORLEANS, LA.

of. these Shi11gles, treattd in color, may b,- scetl on Plate I f., of tllis

~Vvrk.

DIXON'S
Silico-Graphite
ROOF PAINT.
Graphite and Silica will stand 2,000 ° F . heat.
Graphite and Silica will stand any de_gree of cold.
Graphite and Silica will stand salt water.
Graphite and Silic a will stand acids.
G r aphite P ai nt c overs d o uble the surface of ordinary paints.
Graphite P ai n t is durable , c overs well, is easily laid on, is economical.
Arc h i tec ts, Builders and Contrac tors are invited to send us a postal for a complete circular
e x plaining this p a int at length, showing colors, quoting prices, &c. It is the most durable Roof
Pai nt known .
·

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO .. Jersey City. N.J. "

DIXON'S

~:!:i~~:

TEN GRADES OF lEADS IN ARTISTS' PENCilS.

DESCRIPTIVE liST.

Stamped in gold, ''DIXON'S ~~I~~r~~ ARTISTS' S M" &c.

Stamped in· gold, " DI XOI 'S ~tti~~r~~ S M" &c.

I n H exauon sltapt> 1 (.tnd exqui sitely ftnillhed •l n the natural colo'J' of the cedar wood only.

IN FIVE GRADES OF HARDNESS OF LEADS , VI Z:
S-Soft.... .... ..

S M- Soft M edium

.. .. (O ld Styl e, N o.

... (

I.•

N o.2.)

11

I V H-V
H -Hard.... ..
e ry Hard..

. ... (

. ..... .. . (

"

N o.5-)

1was1v~~;e:t~:~ :U~~~i:~::~~~~ ~~e~~~~ri:;~f~ht~~a~~tl~sf~f :v~~;a~r~d;~lDi~~~~ ~o~~.fc~~"G~;~it~ P:~~it~
you

1

have

if~~~~~mend

them all for the puTity of the lead and s trength of point, especially your soft grades, which

{-~:yo~~ 115~~:p~~1n~~~~~~{;;~r:;;i~~s ~~ ~~~~tZi~~per, from which 1 can make just double the amount of
1

tran~f~rs than with any pencil 1 ever used tn my 25 years. experience.
J. HENRI SAUER, jR,
Designer for Oriental Print \Vorks, Apponaug 1 R. I .

Ask your Dealer for
b u t if tl:tey a r e :n.ot s o l d
ceon t s, i 1:t postage s t a m p s .

b y

I

OUR CO MPLETE GRADE STAMPS ARE AS FO LL OWS , VIZ:

.. ......... (Old Sty l e , N o. 4-)

11

N o . 3 -)
The above 5 grades are prepared in wood, finished in several beautiful colors, and in two shapes, viz : Round
shape and Hexagon shape.
__
_
__
BosToN, May 3d, t 88o.
M - M edium .. ... .. .. .

PENCILS.

Trade
No.

Slmlla.t grade to the
•
Kuropeau Stamp of
~10 V V S - V ery , v er y soft ...
(B B B )
21 1
V S - V ery soft .
(B B )
212
S-So ft .........
( B&No. t )
213
SM - Soft M ed i u m ..... ( HB&No. 2 )
2 14
MB- M ediu mblac k ....
(F )

T rade

No
215

S lmllargradetothe

•

M216
M H:!17
H218
VH 219VVH -

European Stam)J of

( H & No. J. )
Medmm Hard
(H H )
Har d
..
(HHH&No4 )
V er y h a rd
(HHHH&No . s )
V ery , veryh ard ( HHHHHH )
Medtum

OFFICE oF TUE AMERICAN BANK NoTa Co.-ART DEPARTMENT,
NEw YORK, J u lys, 1876.
I was induced to try your Dixon penci ls {though very much w~dded lO the Faber), and from a careful tria
now of several months, 1 am perfectly satisfied t hey far exceed anything 1 have ever used.

\V! LLI AM MAIN SM I LLIE,

DIXON'S

~~!:~~~~

a:n.y deal e r i:n. you.r -vici:nit:y, vv- rit e

PENCILS,
to

us for s a mp l e s. s e n dl:ng 9

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO. , J ersey City, N . J .

-MANUFACTURE R OF-

C~DDH, St~~l and Ir~n Sa~h Chain~,
W'l"FB :P.&TENT

65

Af.li.'Tl

CDDMENTS,

ELIZABETH STREET,
20

30

A collection of E xa mp·es .and S tudies for the use of D esigners, emb racing from five
to six hundred differen t ite ms of D esig n , care full y prepa red and draw n with a view to
p ractical availabili ty in th e p resen t style of work. A feature of this collection is an
ab undance of use ful Borders a nd Edgings.
The acco mpa nying Speci men s h ave been red uced fro m the pages of th e work, and
fa irly represent the genera l characte r of its co ntents.

NEw YoRK.
40

60

For suspendz'ng Wz'ndow Sashes, Doors,
Gates, and machz'nery purposes; streng-th
from 25 !bs. up to 5,ooo !bs. These Chaz'ns
are made .from Copper, Iron and Steel, and
: for strength and durabzlz'ty have no superz'or
: ~ z'n the market, and are sold as !ow as any
. ; others at a~! tz'mes ; when used as dz'rected are
~· warranted to gz've satzsfactz'on z'1i every z'n- ~;:. \YJ
stance. The attachments to these chaz'ns are
'
very sz'mp!e and strong. Sample's furnished ~ :i
free to archzfects upon app!z'catz'on. They are .~ ' ·
now bez'ng· used z'n the Metropo!z'tan Concert ~
Hal!, D. 0 . Mzl!s Buzldz'ng, Guernsey Buzld- <3
z'ng, Coal and Iron Exchang-e, Stock Exchange, Samuel J Tz'!den's new mansz'on, A. T
Stewart's Cathedra! Schoo!, Garden Cz'ty, Wzl!z'am H. Vanderbzlt's new houses, Belvedere Hotel, Post Buzldz'ng, Smitlt Building,
and many others.

1[.£\.

SEND

FOR

PRICE

LIST

AND

CIRC ULAR.

24 Folio Plates, (nn·i jm·1n 1.1-'ith "Mode1·n Su1•jace
Orn anumt ." )

Price, i n portf(llio,

$6.00

For Sale byWILLIAM T. COMSTOCK, 6 Astor Place, New York.

HOLBROOK BROTHERS,
87-89 Beekman Street and 53-SS Cliff Street,
NEVZ YORK.

Polished Plate Glass,
French Window Glass,
Cathedral Glass,
Colored Glass,
Enameled Glass,
Ground Glass,

Beveled Glass,
Floor Glass,
Skylight Glass,
Embossed Glass,
Sand Blast Glass,
Bent Glass,

Glass of all kznds sold zn quantztz'es to suz't, and cut to any sz'ze and
shape. ·
SAMPLES AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
Sole Agents for Sharratt & Nevvth's Celebrated ENGLISH GLAZIERS' DIAMONDS.

PRACTICAL BOOKS
ON

FRESCO PAINTING, DECORATION, ORNAMENTATION, AND
INTERIOR DECORATION ~
Arrowsmith. Paper-Hanger's Companion. A
Treatise in which the Practical Operations of the
Trade are Systematically laid down; with Copious Directions Preparatory to Papering; Pre-

from celebrated Fresco Painters of Europe. Ceilings, Walls, Vestibules, Steps, etc., in F'resco.
Chromo-Litho. Plates, with Stencils and Pounce
P:ttterns in natural size. ~o parts. Each part.$~.~0

:~c~t~~~~ _~~~~~-1~~ ·t-~~. ~~~c~. o~. :.~~~- ~-n -~~~~~s5

Field. Chromatography. A Treatise on Colors
and Pigments. Illu stmted. Svo ........ . $to.oo

Book of Scrolls and Ornaments.

For Car,

Carriage, Fresco ::~nd other Painters. This book
is now used in many prominent Car Shops, and
for Ornamenutl Work generally ....... . ... $1.00

Benson.

Principles of the Science of Oolor con-

cisf':ly stated to Aid and Promote their Us:ful
Application in the Decorative Arts. By William
Benson. Illustrated by diagrams and colored
plates. Quarto,. .
. ....... 7-SO

Boyce .
ator.

Modern Ornamenter and Interior DecorBy A. P. lloyce.

22 plates, oblong .. $3-so

Boyce. The Art ot Lettering and Sign-Painter's
Manual. Illustrated with numerous Styles of
Letteos, and valuable information for practical
use. Oblong..
. ........... . ....... $3.50
Boyce. A Collection of Scrolls and Ornaments,
suitable for Painters, Ornamenters, Designers,
Engravers, Lithographers, etc., etc. Oblong.
20 plates .................... .. ..... .. . $1.00
C . Boetticher. Book of Ornaments for the practic:;l use of Architects, Decorators, Painters and
Paper Manuf.:lcturers, and Silk and \Voolen
Weavers. Consisting of 8 parts, each part containing 4 to 6 plateS-. Oblong. Price per part.$2.20
Chap man. American Drawing-Book. A Manual
for the Amateur and Basis of Study for the Professional A rtist. By J. G. Chapman. Illustrated.
4t0
...... .. ....... $6.00
Che vreu l. The Principles of Harmony and Contrast of CoLrs, and thei• Application to the Arts.
By M. E . Chevreul. lllustrated with colored
plates. 3d edition. 12mo.
. . 03·75
Cupids. By Meyer. Size, 12,J.ixt8.
ber of plates. Each plate ..

A large num-

n~~~::~ P~rs::xt~:~ ~: ~~~::i:~~d~ ~~~d8o::s;~~
Deutsches Maler journal. A Pract ical Work on
Interi or Decoration, containing contributions

Field, A (;ram mar of Coloring Applied t o Decorative Painting and the Arts. nmo..
. . $1. :25
Free Hand Drawing. A Guide to Ornamental
Figure and Landscape Drawing. By an .Art Student. Profusely illustrated. 18mo ........ $o.so
Furniture and Cabinet Finisher. A Guide to
Polishing, Staining, Dyeing, and othe r preparations of hard and soft woods.
. .... . ... $o.so
French Polisher's Manual . .. .

~s

Fresco Stencil Decoration.
SRRII!S T. Each part consists of 3 Chromo-Lith o.
Plates, with accompanying Stencils and Pounce
Patterns in natural size. 8 part!'; size 1 xz6,
in folio. By Ernst Schurth. Each part. .$1.50
'" SERIES :.t 8 parts; size ux:r6. By Oscar Schurth.
Each part.....
. ...... $2.~0
SERIES 3 · 8 parts; size nx16. By Oscar Schurth.
Each part . .
. ... $1.85
Fromberg. Art of Painting on Glass . nmo. $o.so
Gardn er. H ow to Paint, A Complete Compendium of the Art. By F. B. Gardner. :r6mo .. 1.00
Gardner.
Manual.

The Carriage Painter's Illustrated
z6mo . .. .
. .......... :r.oo

Gess e rt . Glass-Staining; or the Art of Painting
on Glass. 12mo..
. . . . . ... $o.so

'

E. Haend el. Fresco Stencil P;:tinling in the Old l
Gennan Style. .Pounce patterns in natural size,

~hrur~h~!~!~~- ,wi~t ~'ld e~~;lca~t thfeorr2~hc:~ ~~~~
11

3

cen tury. 25 plates, folio, cover .......... $l.85
Ludw. Haevemayer. \Vall Patterns for Fresco
and Decorative Painters. Also useful for paper
0

~l;te~ar~~~h~a~t;:~~~·ed ci~pl~~~o~~ l>~i~: ~e~
4

part ........ . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .... .
$t.rO
- T he latest in Decorative Painting for W alls in
variou. styles. 6 parts of 6 plates each. Price
per part
.. ..
.... ..
....
.. .. $I.to
2d Part contains 3 parts of 6 plates each.

~~d ~~~t~~r~te~i~; Dec~~;ti~~~ ·j p·1~t~~: ·~~i~~

~~~ri~~~~- !i~hcSt~~~a! ~~~ ~~~t~~1;;~e;;srin

text; Louis XIII., 1o plates and :r p late text. Renaissance Style. 19 plates and 5 plates text, New
Greek Style, 7 plates and 2 plates text.

Harmony, Contrast, &c...

. ... $o.so

4

Gothic Ornament-Colored. ·s parts. 3 plates
elch. Size nx:rs. By Schreiber. Each part $1.~5

;ta;I:t:sn~e:t~la{~~it:Xiv~~6isPG~~· ~~~~~ te;1:::~

~ffdi~;~sGm~:i•~:.· ~f~eeri::,· ~~~J;;isg~r tC~~~~~:

Penley . · Sketching from Na ture in Water Colors.
lly Aaron Penley.
Beautifully illustrated.
4t0..
.. ... $7.50

~~~t~ffoYi~~~~:e"/~ ~~~~~~- .~~~ ~~~~it·e-~t$5.s~

L~~::sdin ~h~ci~~hs c:n~~~r~!~ ;la~~~ ~~n~:

Ske tches of Fresco Painting in Modern Builc!ings.
12 parts, executed in colors.
Price per part.. . .......................... Ss.go
Containing the following styles: Louis XVI. , 7

Painter's M anuaL .\ Practical Guide to House
and Sign Pai.n~ing, Grain!ng, Varnis_hingS P?l!sh-

per plate .................. . .... . . . . .. $~.2o
Pran g. New Alphabets, Plain, Ornamental and
Illuminat ed.
Most elaborate work of the
Hand-Book of O il Painting for Young Artists
~d.
. .. hand Amateurs. t~mo...
. . . . . . . . . . $~.oo
M. A . Raccinet. 1 oo plates, executed in gold,
Hulme . Principles of Ornamental Art. By F.
s ilver and colors. 2.000 styles in Renaissance,
Edward Hulme, F. L. S. 43L designs. 4to .. $12.50
Middle Age, Oriental, etc. 1-'rice, complete.$44.00
Owen jones. Grammar of Ornament. Illustrated I
by examples from various styles of ornaments.
H . Schenk. Different Ideas, for the practical
Li3t :or plates: r to ~' Ornament of Savage
1
Tribes. 4 tt.l rr, Egypuan ornament. 12 to 14,
..
..
Assyrian and Persian ornament. 15 to 22, Greek
Anton Seder. Journal for Decora~ive :painters
ornament. ~3 to 25, Pompeian ornament. ~6 to
Containing
Paintings
and Decoratto ns 111 every
~7. Roman ornament. 28 to JO, By za ntine ornastyle.
4
parts,
6
plates
in
each
part,
4 111 color
ment. 31 to 35, Arabian ornament. 36 to 38,
and 2 plain . Price per part .............. ·· $~-~o
0
~~~~~\ 0A~~~~~~~- 3~4t~o4 ~,8~~;::i~~e o rZ:aa:e~nt~ 1 Standard Scroll Bo ok. A Collection of F~vorite
49 to 55, Indian ornament. 56 to sM, Hind oo or
Scrolls with many Designs for .. Shaded" Scrolls,
nament. 59 to 62, Chinese ornament. 63 to 6s,
Sign Ornamentation, Omnibus Stdes, and gen0
1
eral ornamentation ........ ..... .. ........ $t.oo
; e~~c8~~R::i:~an~! ~ rJ~:n~rnet~ ~8;a;aas;.aEYi:L
bethan ornament. 86 to 9-:l, Italian on ament.
Snell . In structions in Enamel Painting on Glass,
91: to 100, Leaves and flowers from nature, ~s
China, Tiles, etc. Illustrated. 8vo ...... $1 25
parts, 4to. Each part contains 4 plates. executed
Stevens. The Art of House-Paint ing. t6mo $o.75
m colors in the best style of chromo lithography,
with descriptive text.
Price per part 1 $t.to;
Stokes. The Cabinet-Maker's and Upholsterer's
Complete, bound..
. ... $35.0-:l
Companion.
· · $r.~s

Gilder 's Manual. A Practical Guide to the Different \Vays of Gilding and Silvering Wood in
the different trades 1 etc..
. $o.so

H. Gruz.

I

man}' hundred examples. By Robert Newbery.
4to... .. . .. . ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $12 so
Pattern Book of Ornamental Design. For
Fresco Painters, Destgners, &c. 30 parts, 6 plates
;~~~-. Size roxu. By Steinha~~~r: ... ~~.:

0

cover •....... .. . ........... . ........... $3s-~o
Modern Decorative Painting. A Series of Ex.
1

natura l size. 8 parts; size t tx t6 1 in folio. Each
part..
. . ~.so
Monograms. By Klimsch. Decorated Initials
in all combinations of the alphabet . 13 numbers
of plates each, size IOX 12~, per number ... $o.40
Newbery , Gleanings from Ornamental Art of
Every Style; nrawn from Examples in the British, South Kensington, Indian, Crystal Palace and
other Museums. Exh ibitions of 185 [ and 1862,
and the best Engli.;h and Foreign works. In a
series of :roo exquisitely drawn Plates. Containing

The Fresco Manual. 3oplates, tox:r3Y:i; about
soo designs of Orn~ments, Borde:rs, Corners.
Centers, Ceilings, Rosettes, &c. Pnce ..... $4 .E10
The Standard Sign Writer . One oblong volume. Plates . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . .......... s~.oo
Whiteford . A Guide to P o rcelai.t Painting. 11lustrated. nmo.... . .
· · · . $:r.~ s
Woodward . Or •amental and Fancy Alphabets,
Monograms and Titles, &c ............... . $6.oo
Workshop . A J ournal on Furniture and Decoration. Per month, so cents; per annum. $6.oo
Weissbacher & Lottermoser.
Architectural
Decorations for Buildings in the Renaissance
Style. 6 parts. Each part 3 plates colored, and 3
plates plam , Price per part ............ $1.10

For Sale by WILLIAM T. C O MSTO CK, 6 Astor Place, New Yorh..

m H AT we are rapidly developing into an art.loving people goes

~

without saying.

On all sides evidence is accumulating of this

~ fact. · It can be seen in

J.l

1h e importation o f pictures of the very

highest grade, and the largely-increasing attendanc; at art

sales and annual exhibitions.

It can be seen in the growing knowledge of

many arts and their accessories with which we were unfamiliar a few years
ago.

It can be 'seen in dress and in furniture and house decoraLion, until

it would seem that the ingenuity of man had been taxed to its utmost to
produce new and effective dt:signs in the latter goods to please the e ye.
It is but a few y"ars ago that hair-cloth and rep-covered furniture were

considered quite in keeping with most persons of wealth. Gradually satin
coverings took their p lace, carpets had to be in keeping, and the acme of
house adornment was to be able to have a satin-finished paper on the wall;
ceiling decoration was confined to a few shades prepared by that man
of genius, the kalsominer.

The times h ave veritably changed, and to-day household decora-

tion is as g reat a study anli. as high an art as the most finished work of a Diaz, Corot, or
Meissonier.

The ~abor and genius employed may not command so high a remuneration as

tion ,-tapestry and velvets, the latter not an imitation, but a rta! velvet, in most exquisite

figures and ' hades attached to a paper 1 ack, and hung with as much facility as ordinary wall
paper.

They hlve also succeeded in reproducing the effects of the old Venetian or Dutch

one of the great artists would demand for similar time employed ; but that it does require a

leathers in exceedingly odd designs, harmonizing where the surrounding accessories are dark.

high order of talent is beyond question, and the verification of this needs only a visit to the

Another novelty is the r6production of p atterns in imitation of oxidized metals, steel,

establishment of Messrs . Fr. Beck & Co. , manufacturers of wall papers, corner of

iron, bronze and brass, appearing at a little distance to be the heavy metals they but repre-

Seventh Avenut! and Twenty-ninth St reet, to witness its convincing proof.

sent.

A s the tastes

It is m:1rvelous how real they seem.

With their unexcelled facilities they can repro-

of the people have improved . so has this firm k~pt pace with the demand ; in tact, it has, to

duce any pattern made abroad, and often at hall the price asked for imported goods

a great extent, led the taste and fostered the desirb for a higher education in house decoration.

galleries are daily thronged by those interested in art and its advancement, but a greater and

All that improved machinery could do

far more interesting study can be seen at Messrs. Beck & Co.'s warerooms, where courte-

has been employed by them, the best talent

Our

attainable has been secured, and the most commodious factory and warerooms built for their

ous attendants are always glad to show visitors through their factory and explain what they

business and customers.

are doing to advance the taste for house decoration, - New York Evening Exprus .

Their latest designs are simply marvels of wall and ceiiing decora-

JOHNSTON'S
PATE NT STAN DARD

DRY sEZED KALSOMERE
~ READY

::S::AV E

TA:::K.-E~

AND

B'~Bmsco ·PAERT~s~

FOR USE. lit+ •

Eiq-::a:::T FIR..ST-OLASS A ""VV AR..D S.

0~ • •

-~·

C enten nial

Grand Medal

E x p osition,

AND

Dip lom a .

o!t l 876.i<-

FOR WHITENING AND DECORATING WALLS AND CEILINGS.
They are carefully prepared from the finest selected mater ials, and are offered for sale in a finely pulverized conditi~n. simply requiri"g the addition o.f water to fit them for use.
THEY POSSESS STRONG DISINFECTING PROPERTIES , and can be effectually used in cleansing and rendering healthful, apartments, the walls of which are
impregnated with germs of disease.

They w ill KEEP FOR YEARS, without change in color or quality, and, after being mixed with water, will keep for months.
They are the original and only reliable preparat ions for the purpose eva offered to lh< public, as proven by a test of over seven years, and thousands of lestimoni<lls from the
largest and most respectable dealers and practical men in the country, as well as from the opinio" of Judges of various Exhibitions.
To people who wish to BEAUTIFY THEIR H OMES AT SMALL COST, our Kalsomine and Fresco Paints are especially adapted.
~

C A U T I O N.-The wide-spread populari!y of my PATENT KALSOMINE and Fresco Paints having induced unsc rupulous parties to foist upon the markP.t worthless
preparations, under various names, purporfng to be for the same purposes, l caution the public to guard against such frauds, by seeing that my N A ME and T RAD E MAR K are on
every package.
H. M . •JOHNSTON. P ate ntee.
Ask any reliable Pai nt, Drug or Hardware Dealer for it, or write for

sampl~

card and testimoa ials to

DRY KALSOMINE AND FRESCO PAINT WORKS,
~(!)Q> Wi;~;tc!\" ~tgect'IJ

R ew
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